
**Short title**: Human and AI assessment of breast density

**ABSTRACT**

**Purpose**: To evaluate the agreement between automatic assessment software of breast density based on artificial intelligence (AI) and visual assessment by a senior and junior radiologist, as well as the impact on the assessment of breast cancer risk (BCR) risk at 5 years.

**Materials and methods**: We retrospectively included 311 consecutive women (40-74 years) without a personal history of breast cancer referred who underwent routine mammography between January 1, 2019 and February 28, 2019. Mammographic breast density (MBD) was independently evaluated by a junior and senior reader on digital mammography (DM) and synthetic mammography (SM) using BI-RADS (5th edition) and by an AI model. For each MBD, BCR at 5 years was estimated per woman by the AI model. Interobserver agreement for MBD between the two readers and the AI software were evaluated by quadratic $\kappa$ coefficients. Reproducibility of BCR was assessed by intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC).

**Results**: Agreement for MBD assessment on DM and SM was almost perfect between senior and junior radiologists ($\kappa$=0.88 [95% CI: 0.84-0.92] and $\kappa$=0.86 [95% CI: 0.82-0.90]), respectively) and substantial between the senior radiologist and AI ($\kappa$=0.79; 95% CI: 0.73-0.84). There was substantial agreement between DM and SM for the senior radiologist ($\kappa$=0.79; 95% CI: 0.74-0.84). BCR evaluation at 5 years was highly reproducible between the
two radiologists on DM and SM (ICC=0.98 [95% CI: 0.97-0.98] for both), between BCR evaluation based on DM and SM evaluated by the senior (ICC=0.96; 95% CI: 0.95-0.97) or junior radiologist (ICC=0.97; 95% CI: 0.96-0.98) and between the senior radiologist and AI (ICC=0.96; 95% CI: 0.95-0.97).

**Conclusion:** This preliminary study demonstrates a very good agreement for BCR evaluation based on the evaluation of MBD by a senior radiologist, junior radiologist and AI system.

**Keys words:** MammoRisk®, DenSeeMammo®, Breast density; Breast neoplasms; Artificial intelligence

**Abbreviations:** AI: artificial intelligence, BC: breast cancer; MBD: mammographic breast density; CNN: conventional neuronal network, DM: digital mammography, ICC: intra class correlation coefficient, SM: synthetic mammography

1. **INTRODUCTION**

Mammographic breast density (MBD) is an independent risk factor for breast cancer (BC) [1–8]. In addition, dense breast tissue decreases the sensitivity of mammography for BC detection [9,10]. The relative risk of developing BC is 4 to 6 times higher in women with extremely dense breast tissue as compared to women with fatty breast, and interval cancers are also more frequent [4,11,12]. Four categories of MBD are defined by the American College of Radiology’s 5th edition lexicon based on visual estimation (BI-RADS A to D): A) The breasts are almost entirely fatty; B) There are scattered areas of fibroglandular density; C) The breasts are heterogeneously dense, which may obscure small masses; and D) The breasts are extremely dense, which lowers the sensitivity of mammography [13]. Patients with high MBD (BI-RADS C or D) may require additional screening by ultrasonography or magnetic
resonance imaging to improve sensitivity [14]. These exams generate extra costs but are deemed necessary: additional ultrasonography is mandatory for women with dense breasts in more than half of the states in the US and is strongly recommended in France.

Visual MBD assessments have shown significant intra- and interobserver variability that could lead to discordant assessments of dense and non-dense glandular tissue [15–17]. Moreover, the changes implemented by the fifth edition of the BI-RADS guidelines will likely result in an increase in the number of women classified as having dense breasts, because the new guidelines consider that even a small amount of heterogeneous fibroglandular tissue can hide an underlying mass [13], increasing interobserver variability [18,19].

In addition, the development of synthetic mammography (SM) from digital breast tomosynthesis adds another factor of variability with fewer cases of dense breast detected on SM than on digital mammography (DM) [20,21].

In order to improve reproducibility, standardized and automated breast density assessment software has been developed [17,22] with various degrees of correlation with human evaluation [23–25]. With the emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) models, new algorithms demonstrate better correlation with human assessment [23,24,26], and for predicting BC risk especially when using volumetric breast density [26–28].

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the agreement between automatic assessment software of breast density based on AI and visual assessment by a senior and junior radiologist, as well as the impact on the assessment of breast cancer risk (BCR) risk at 5 years.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This single-center retrospective study was approved by the CERIM (Comité d’Ethique pour la Recherche en Imagerie Médicale) (IRB number: CRM-1903-004).

2.1. Study population

The database of our Institution was queried to retrieve all women between 40 to 74 year-old who underwent routine mammography from January 1, 2019 to February 28, 2019. A total of 650 consecutive women were initially identified. Of these, 181 women were excluded because of unilateral or incomplete mammography and 469 women who had undergone bilateral mammography with two bilateral views and digital breast tomosynthesis were considered.

Exclusion criteria were: i), women with a high risk of breast cancer, including personal history of breast cancer (n = 100), personal history of high-risk breast lesions (i.e., atypical ductal hyperplasia; typical columnar cell hyperplasia; atypical lobular hyperplasia and lobular carcinoma in situ; papillary lesions; flat epithelial atypia; radial scar, and complex sclerosing lesion) (n = 18), a genetic risk (BRCA mutations, serous ovarian cancer) or a personal history of radiotherapy for lymphoma (n = 16); ii) women with breast implants (n = 4); iii) women with incomplete risk factor data, mammographic artefacts or technical problems preventing application of the BC risk software (n = 20). Figure 1 shows the study flowchart.

The final study population included 311 women with a mean age of 55.6 ± 8.5 (SD) years (range: 40-74 years). Demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population are reported in Table 1.

2.2. Acquisition technique
The imaging protocol consisted of full-field DM in both mediolateral oblique and craniocaudal views and breast tomosynthesis in craniocaudal views on two different systems: Selenia® Dimensions (Hologic) or Pristina® 3D (General Electric HealthcareGE). The mammography system, dose, number of views and breast thickness were collected for each patient. The Hologic model was used for approximately 85% of the patients and the GE for the remaining 15%.

2.3. Mammographic breast density evaluation

Two radiologists, with 1 year (MLB) and 5 years (AB) of experience in breast imaging, independently rated the women’s MBD according to the American College of Radiology BI-RADS 5th edition lexicon (category A, almost entirely fatty; category B, scattered areas of fibroglandular tissue; category C, heterogeneously dense; category D, extremely dense)[13]. Breast density assessment was made only on cranio-caudal views for each modality. Two different sessions at a minimum interval of 3 weeks were organized for both readers to independently evaluate MBD on DM and SM. MBD was also assessed by a fully automated Food and Drugs Administration approved software (DenSeeMammo®, Predilife) which had been trained on more than 10 000 DMs. DenSeeMammo® uses the convolutional neural network (CNN) and can only be used on DM.

For each MBD obtained from the senior reader, junior reader and automated software, the BC risk was estimated per woman using MammoRisk® software. The MammoRisk® score is a machine learning-based BC risk model developed on the United States Breast Cancer Screening Consortium cohort. The use of the MammoRisk® software in daily medical practice for BC risk consultation was validated in a French clinical study (RIVIERA, (NCT02997384) and is currently being used in a large European prospective study (My personalized Breast Screening [MyPeBS], Clinical trial NCT03672331) [29]. This algorithm
includes other risk factors including age, first-degree relatives with BC and their age at
diagnosis, number of prior benign biopsies and their results. Results are expressed as a risk at
5 years in four categories: low risk, < 1%; moderate risk, 1%-1.66%; high risk, 1.67%-5.99%;
very high risk, >6%.

2.4. **Comparison of mammographic breast density evaluation**

According to BI-RADS, the dense breast category corresponds to women with breast
composition C or D while the non-dense breast category corresponds to women with breast
composition A or B. Ultrasonography is required for women with breast composition C and D
(dense breast). The senior radiologist’s assessment of MBD was considered as the standard of
reference.

2.5. **Statistical analysis**

Quadratic kappa (κ) coefficients were calculated to assess interobserver agreement
between the two readers and the automatic software for breast density, using the following
scale: 0.00–0.20 indicating slight agreement; 0.21–0.40, fair agreement; 0.41–0.60, moderate
agreement; 0.61–0.80, substantial agreement; and 0.81–1.00, almost perfect agreement [32].
Reproducibility of BC risk at 5 years between the readers and automatic software was
assessed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). A $P$ value < 0.05 was considered to
indicate a statistically significant difference. Statistical analyses were performed using
MedCalc® software (MedCalc version 9.3.0.0; [www.medcalc.be](http://www.medcalc.be), Belgium).
3. RESULTS

3.1. Inter-reader agreement between radiologists and AI

Breast density agreement between the senior and junior radiologists on DM was almost perfect (weighted $\kappa = 0.88$; 95% CI: 0.84-0.92) (Table 2). To assess a potential impact on clinical routine (i.e., indication of ultrasonography), we studied the difference of classification as dense / non-dense according to the reader and method. The junior radiologist misidentified 23 patients: 18 patients were upgraded from non-dense to dense breast and five were downgraded from dense to non-dense breast (Figure 2 and Table 2). Breast density agreement between the senior and junior radiologist was also almost perfect on SM (weighted $\kappa = 0.86$; 95% CI: 0.82-0.90) (Table 3). The junior radiologist misidentified 27 patients: 25 patients were upgraded from non-dense to dense breast and two were downgraded from dense to non-dense breast. We found substantial breast density agreement between DM and SM according to the senior radiologist’s evaluation (weighted $\kappa = 0.79$; 95% CI: 0.74-0.84) (Figure 3 and Table 2A) and almost perfect according to the junior’s evaluation (weighted $\kappa = 0.88$; 95% CI: 0.84-0.92) (Table 2B).

Breast density agreement between the senior radiologist and the AI model was substantial on DM (weighted $\kappa = 0.79$; 95% CI: 0.73-0.84). The AI model misidentified 25 patients as having dense breast and 14 as having non-dense breast (Figure 4, Table 2A). Breast density agreement between the junior radiologist and AI model was substantial on DM (weighted $\kappa = 0.76$; 95% CI: 0.71-0.82) (Table 2B). The AI model misidentified 23 patients as having dense breast and 25 as having non-dense breast. As the AI model was not trained on SM no evaluation of the agreement was performed between human and AI system assessment on synthetic views.
3.2. Impact on breast cancer risk evaluation

The BC risk as a function of MBD is shown in Table 4. On DM, the ICC of BC risk evaluation at 5 years between the senior (1.44 ± 0.6 [SD] %) and junior radiologists (1.45 ± 0.61 [SD] %) was very high (ICC = 0.98; 95% CI: 0.97-0.98) (Figure 5). Similarly, the ICC of BC risk evaluation at 5 years between the senior (1.32 ± 0.63 [SD] %) and junior radiologists (1.38% ± 0.60 [SD] %) was very high on SM (ICC = 0.98; 95% CI: 0.97-0.98).

On DM, the ICC of BC risk evaluation at 5 years between the senior radiologist (1.44% ± 0.60 [SD] %) and the AI model (1.47% ± 0.60 [SD] %) was very high (ICC = 0.96; 95% CI: 0.95-0.97) (Figure 6) as well as between the junior radiologist and AI model (ICC = 0.96; 95% CI: 0.94-0.96).

The intraclass correlation coefficient of BC risk evaluation at 5 years between DM (1.44% ± 0.60 [SD] %) and SM (1.32% ± 0.63 [SD] %) evaluated by the senior radiologist was very high (ICC = 0.96; 95% CI: 0.95-0.97) (Figures 7 and 8). Similar results were found for the junior radiologist with an ICC=0.96 (95% CI: 0.96-0.97).

4. DISCUSSION

Our study demonstrates the value of an AI model for predicting the risk of BC at 5 years, as well as the high concordance between senior and junior radiologists for breast density assessment. Moreover, our study reveals that differences regarding breast density evaluation exist between DM and SM even if this difference has a low impact on BC risk evaluation.
Breast density is currently a trending topic [33]: high breast density not only has a
masking effect which decreases the sensitivity of mammography, but it also significantly
impacts the evaluation of BC risk [34,35]. Sprague et al. reported an inter- and intraobserver
variability of subjective assessment based on the BI-RADS density scale, with 17.2%
discordant assessments of dense versus non-dense status for women with successive
mammograms during the study period [16]. While our study confirms this variability, most of
the discordance was observed on two contiguous categories of MBD, which explains why
quadratic κ values were excellent independently of mammographic type (weighted κ for DM:
0.88; weighted κ for SM:0.86).

Several automatic assessment techniques have been published mainly based initially
on segmentation (volumetric MBD, for example) with a low rate of concordance with human
evaluation [36,37]. Brandt et al. reported a moderate agreement between BI-RADS
classification and two automatic assessment software Volpara® (weighted κ = 0.57; 95% CI:
0.55–0.59) and Quantra® (weighted κ = 0.46; 95% CI: 0.44–0.47), respectively [38]. Youk et
al. found that the agreement of density category with visual assessment ranged from moderate
to substantial in Quantra (weighted κ = 0.54–0.61) and fair to moderate in Volpara (weighted
κ = 0.32–0.43) [39].

More recently, new techniques of breast density assessment have been published based
on AI (mainly supervised model either with CNN or support vector model) and have shown a
better concordance with BI-RADS evaluation [23–25]. The term ‘‘AI’’ covers many different
training techniques including artificial neural networks (ANNs), machine learning (ML) and
deep learning (DL). Supervised AI describes learning based on features from labeled images
and consists of ANNs including CNNs, support vector machines, random forest, linear
discriminant analysis, and decision trees [40]. Our study evaluated a new method with an AI
model based on CNN (DenSeeMammo®) and confirms significant agreement between the
radiologists and the software on DM. Furthermore, the agreement we observed was higher than that found in previous studies (weighted $\kappa$: 0.79 with the senior radiologist and weighted $\kappa$: 0.76 with junior radiologist): Balleyguier et al. reported only a substantial agreement between their new software and the radiologists’ consensus (unweighted $\kappa = 0.68$, 95% CI: 0.64 0.72) [23]. In our study, the AI model misidentified 14 patients (4.5%) as having non-dense breast on DM (breast density C misidentified as B). In comparison, the junior radiologists misidentified five patients (1.6%) as having non-dense breasts on DM, and two (0.6%) on SM (for both, breast density C misidentified as B). Even if this is lower than the standard error risk (5%), this misidentification could have an impact on routine practice and could exclude these patients from undergoing supplementary screening investigation such as ultrasonography [14,41].

The second question was related to the variability of BC risk evaluation at 5 years, as evaluated by the MammoRisk® software, depending on the way of MBD was rated. Our study confirms a high concordance between BC risk evaluation based on breast density evaluated on DM by the senior radiologist, junior radiologist and AI model (ICC = 0.96). Mammographers’ acceptance of MammoRisk® for evaluating BC risk in the clinical setting is high [42] and the model is being increasingly used with training as part of the ambitious European clinical trial MyPeBS [29]. The primary objective of the MyPeBS study is the same as that of the WISDOM study conducted in the United States [43]: to evaluate the impact of personalized BC screening on the rate of diagnosis of BC stage 2B in the general population. The aim is to improve personalized screening, increase the interval between two mammograms for low-risk patients in order to reduce X-ray exposure and costs, and to maintain the benefits of screening [44]. In the MyPeBS study, BC risk estimation is based on the MammoRisk® software and on a single nucleotide polymorphism tested in a saliva sample.
Another issue was to assess the use of SM to evaluate breast density and the consequent impact on BC risk evaluation. The sensitivity and specificity of breast tomosynthesis has been shown to be increasingly good for BC detection with lower recall rates reported in several studies and a meta-analysis [45–47]. The main drawback of this technique is the potential extra radiation dose because of its use in addition to conventional DM. Several studies have demonstrated that a combination of SM and tomosynthesis has a better diagnostic performance than 2D mammography alone [48–51]. As several vendors are now able to obtain the same results, the question is “can we use breast density obtained with SM in our BC risk model with a significant impact?” In our study, we found a very good correlation between the BC risk assessment based on both DM and SM breast density evaluation (ICC=0.96; 95% CI: 0.95-0.97) even if the breast density agreement between DM and SM was only substantial-(weighted κ = 0.79). 12.9% of the patients in our study who were rated as having dense breast by DM were rated as having non-dense breast on SM. This result is in line with other authors who reported that density differed from one imaging modality to another, with more breasts classified as non-dense on SM [20,52,53]. In this most recent study, 26% of the patients rated as having dense breast on DM were rated as having non-dense breast on SM [20]. In our study, this change in MBD category (dense vs non-dense breast) had a very low impact on the evaluation of BC risk at 5 years but may impact the use of additional screening techniques such as ultrasonography which is strongly recommended for all women with dense breasts in France and mandatory in more than half of the states in the United States.

Our study has several limitations. First, it was a single-center retrospective study which may limit its reproducibility. Furthermore, although we used two models from different manufacturers, as the Hologic model was used for 5 times as many patients than the GE model, we did not evaluate the impact of each system even if the technology used to generate
SM images can be quite different from one model to another [54]. Thus, our results need to be confirmed in a larger multicenter study, ideally during a prospective study. Second, we did not evaluate the actual occurrence of subsequent BC to validate the BC risk model. However, previous studies have been published in this setting [23]. Finally, DenSeeMammo® software cannot currently be used for SM.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate a good correlation between the evaluation of breast density by radiologists and AI systems and on BC risk evaluation. Further studies need to be performed to implement the evaluation of SM in a larger multicenter cohort.
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FIGURES LEGENDS

Figure 1: Study flow chart

Figure 2: Histogram and statistic table showing breast density evaluation agreement between senior and junior radiologists on digital mammography (n=311). DM: digital mammography

Horizontal line with A, B, C and D correspond to the mammographic breast density (MBD) gold standard results provided by the senior on digital mammography (DM). Colored column correspond to MBD provided by the junior radiologist on DM. If there is more than on column per horizontal category, additional column corresponds to junior radiologist’s misinterpretations. For example, the blue column under A corresponds to misinterpretation by junior (type A classified as B by junior).

Figure 3: Histogram and statistic table showing breast density senior evaluation agreement between digital and synthetic mammography (n=311). DM: digital mammography; SM: synthetic mammography
Horizontal lines with A, B, C and D correspond to the mammographic breast density (MBD) gold standard results provided by the senior on synthetic mammography (SM). Colored column correspond to MBD provided by the junior radiologist on SM. If there is more than on column per horizontal category, additional column corresponds to junior radiologist’s misinterpretations. For example, the red column under B corresponds to misinterpretation by junior (type B classified as A by junior).

**Figure 4:** Histogram and statistic table showing breast density evaluation agreement between senior radiologist and AI model (automatic) on digital mammography (n=311). DM: digital mammography

Horizontal lines with A, B, C and D correspond to the mammographic breast density (MBD) gold standard results provided by the senior on digital mammography (DM). Colored column correspond to MBD provided by AI (artificial intelligence; DenSeeMammo®) on DM. If there is more than on column per horizontal category, additional column corresponds to AI’s misinterpretations. For example, the blue column under A corresponds to misinterpretation by AI (type A classified as B by AI).

**Figure 5:** Graph showing breast cancer risk at 5 years depending on senior and junior radiologists breast density assessment on digital mammography (n=311)

**Figure 6:** Graph showing breast cancer risk at 5 years depending on senior radiologist and AI (artificial intelligence; DenSeeMammo®) breast density assessment on digital mammography (n=311)

**Figure 7:** Graph showing breast cancer risk at 5 years depending on breast density assessment by senior radiologist on digital and synthetic mammography (n=311). DM: digital mammography; SM: synthetic mammography

**Figure 8:** Digital (A) and synthetic mammography (B) cranio-caudal views of a 44 y/o woman without personal or familial history of breast cancer included in our study

Breast density evaluated by senior radiologist was C on digital mammography and B on synthetic mammography. Breast cancer risk at 5 years was low (respectively 0.9% and 0.6%).